Chapter and Department Search and Retrieval Capabilities
This is a discussion of what information Chapters and Departments can now access
from the KWVA DB, and some areas where enhancements ought to be made.
Chapter Access
I’ll start with Chapters first by saying they have extremely limited capability to ask (query) the DB at the present time; this has been defined for them (the screen snippet below
lists the several search screens that are provided with Chapter access).

The snippet at the top of the next page shows what the first selection, ” Membership List
Searchable Database for Chapter 169 (Alphabetical Sort by Last Name) (1+),” enables
Chapter 169 to search on.
Clearly, it is totally inadequate to meet the Chapter’s requirements.
For example, I was writing Sonny Edwards an email recently thanking him for his service to KWVA in his recruitment efforts. I wanted to tell Sonny how many new members
our Chapter had signed during his two‐years of leadership.
There is absolutely no way to get that from the Chapter level access now. Yet the data is
in the DB, and Chapters certainly have a legitimate right and need to access it.
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There is a plethora of such similar questions that Chapters would pose should the DB
allow them to do so; I am certain fellow Chapter officers have questions I had not encountered.
At present Chapters only have the ability to select a subcomponent of total Chapter
membership shown in the form above.
There is, for example, no way for a Chapter to download a list of its Life members, or its
Associate Members, or its Non-Voting members, or members for a certain City or Zip
Code, or get a list of members joining in a certain period of time, etc.
This is why I say Chapter access, as it is now implemented, makes the DB totally incapable of meeting Chapter management needs.
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Department Access
Departments do have the ability to submit queries (see Department Menu below).

However, all of the first five Department Retrievals are worthless because they always
give false information, at least for the Department of Florida (DFL) and for CID169.
Our Chapter has permanent members who live in other states; it also has many seasonal
members who live in the north long enough to have their addresses changed back and
forth.
Department access illustrated above is limited to the state. For example, DFL access is
limited to only those members whose Graybeards is delivered to a FL address.
Many Chapters have out of state members. Hence, Department access as it is subjected
to the constraint of the search only “seeing” their state code in the scope of their search
reach renders most Department searches worthless.
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Enabling Chapter and Department Search Capabilities to meet their needs
If Chapter access is “incapable” of meeting Chapter needs, and Department access is
“worthless” because it provides inaccurate results, what can be done to enable the DB to
meet the needs of both Chapters and Departments?
The answer is really very simple; enable Chapters and Departments to have the ability to
conduct the searches currently offered with the search identified as: “Membership List
Searchable Database (Lastname, Firstname) (2+)” (see retrieval screen below).

First, this search report already exists, and secondly, it provides correct answers to all
the query needs I have ever encountered from my activities at both the Chapter and DFL
levels.
And since the query already exists, there would be very minimal implementation effort
required, and therefore little cost.
But, it must be implemented with 2+ access at both the Chapter and Department levels
to provide the needed information.
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This says that Chapters and Departments will, through access to “Membership List
Searchable Database (Lastname, Firstname) (2+),” have access to all of their records in
the KWVA DB.
This query enabled me to very quickly say with certainty that the KWVA DB showed that
CID169 increased its membership by 27 during Sonny’s tour! (And it also said that as of
October 21, CID169 has added 62 new members since the beginning of Sonny’s tour of
duty!)
We have often been told and there has been numerous such statements in Grabeards
that questions like these should be referred to the Membership Records Management &
Management Information System Supervisor, who then would do the retrieval and provide the information—by telephone!
By phone? Really? In an era when the real world demands responses in seconds! By
phone? Is this how KWVA Chapter and Department Managers are to manage?
This concludes this discussion of what search and retrieval capabilities the KWVA DB
now provides, and what should be done to better enable it to serve Chapter and Department needs to manage their operations.
Very simple. Enable both to have full access to “Membership List Searchable Database
(Lastname, Firstname) (2+)!” And it should not cost one red cent.
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